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Section B-B Construction of Stepping Stones,
Scale 1:20:

Random sized and shaped second hand stone flags. minimum size 600mm length x 450mm width x 80mm depth. To be
laid with flattest surface on top and to falls. Spacing between stones to vary between 400mm - 800mm.

Stones bedded on 50mm lean sand: cement mix

100mm compacted type 1

150m depth compacted whin chippings and blinded with 6mm whindust. Edging to stepping stones vary between 150 -
300 mm wide depending on width of stones.

Paving and whinstone foopath to be 25mm below adjacent grass areas
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Setion D-D Construction of Recycled Plastic Post Paving,
Scale 1:20:

120mm square recycled plastic (colour: grey) cut to 1000 - 1500mm lengths. To be layed out with random
spacing as indicated on the ajacent plan.

150m depth compacted whin chippings and blinded with 6mm whindust. Where joints between 'logs' are too
narrow for whinstone, whindust shall be compacted into gaps. Whinstone edging shall be 150 - 300mm in
width between logs and adjacent grass areas

200mm depth compacted Type 1 granualar material or similar and approved

Finished surface of whinstone to be 25mm below adjacent grass areas
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Section C-C Construction of Carpet Stone paving,
Scale 1:20:

Bradstone carpet stone (cobble straight. colour: charcoal).

Joints: semi dry mix of 3:1 sharp sand/cement mix. Clean stone of residue cement.

Bedding: 50mm sharp sand/cement at 5:1 ratio

150mm compacted Type1

paved surface to be 25mm below adjacent grass area
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Timber Posts, Scale 1:50:

Timber shall be supplied and sourced by PKC. It is likely that will
consist of mix timber and will be irregular size/shape. Contractor
to ensure that the straightest timber posts shall be used for
poles. Timber will require to be cut on site to required lengths
and bark stripped. finished timber surface shall be free of
shakes and painted with timber preservative, colour and product
to be approved by CA.

Timber is available for viewing, Please contact Douglas Cook on
01738 475279 or dcook@pkc.gov.uk to arrange a time.

300 - 450mm dia timber poles (diameters may vary) cut to
lengths as shown on adjacent drawing. Average length (1500mm
above ground and 900mm below ground level). Top of pole to be
cut flat with slight fall for water run off.

End section of pole (600mm) to be squared off to fit in 450mm
diameter plastic pipe. Contractor to ensure that poles are
vertical. where the timber has a narrower diameter than that of
the 300mm diameter pipe a timber wedge may be used.
Contactor to paint cut timber end with preservative.

700mm long x 450mm diameter plastic pipe encased in 300mm
thick concrete foundation as shown. Top of cocrete found shall
be 300mm below finished ground levels

100mm gravel for drainage

150mm high haunching

150mm depth compacted Type 1
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cross section through
base of post showing
square cut section to fit
300mm dia pipe support.
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Pipe has been packed
with pea gravel
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Grass Mat safety surfacing. Ensure surfacing is adequately
achored into turf and is secured with sufficient number of pegs
and cable ties to eleminate trip hazards and movement.

TREE PROTECTION:

The Contractor shall ensure that site storage, dumping of
soil/materials, site compound buildings and access do not
affect the root protection areas around existing trees (under
tree canopies).

Root protection areas to be fenced off from the main site area.

Quote

Supply and install
proposed cableway.
Proludic J511 similar
or approved

Sensory Footpath
Carpet Stone

Carpet Stone

Carpet Stone

Stepping Stones

Stepping Stones

Stepping Stones

Recycled Plastic
Sleepers Recycled Plastic

Sleepers

Timber posts

Timber posts

Timber posts

2 no Small Boulders
and 1no. large
boulder

Logs

Log
Whindust surfacing

Whindust surfacing

Grass mat

Existing Swing

Existing Climber

Existing Round About

Existing
Seesaw

Existing
Slide

Planting:
Location and extent of planting
areas to be agreed on site.
Herbaceous /shrub planting in
vicinity of sensory footpath. Tree
palnting will take place across the
site. All planting will have
community involvement which is
still to be agreed.


